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This invention relates to a desk with detachable leg 
portions. 
The object of the invention is primarily to facilitate 

desk transportation. Conventionally desks are ‘expen 
sive to ship and di?icul-t to manipulate through doorways 
when they arrive at their destination. The present desk 
uses pedestals which terminate materially above ?oor 
levelv Permanent leg portions are permanently attached 
to the desk top and pedestals. Other separable leg por 
tions project downwardly below the pedestal and are in 
freely detachable telescopic engagement with the per 
manent leg portions of the desk. The separable leg por 
tions are desirably removable manually, being desirably 
?tted for frictional retention in sockets provided by the 
permanent leg portions. Thus, they remain in position 
during normal handling of the desk but may readily be 
removed without tools to provide material reduction in 
the overall height of the desk, where-by to reduce ship 
ping costs and to permit the desk to pass readily through 
a narrow door if the desk is turned on end or on its 
back. 

‘For shipment, the removal of the separable leg portions 
so greatly reduces the height of the desk that the per 
manent desk structure can be accommodated in a car-ton 
as much as a third smaller than that which has been pre 
viously required for a desk of comparable size. 

In addition to these advantages, the desk of the present 
invention is so designed that its height may readily be 
adjusted by the user without tools, the height adjustment 
being effected in small increments of change by the pro 
vision of collars of differing height ?tted between the 
permanent and the separable portions of the several 
legs. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a view in perspective showing a desk embody~ 

ing the invention, one of the separable legs and its spacer 
collar being shown separated from the rest of the desk. 

FIG. 2 is a fragmentary detail view taken in section 
on the line 2-2 of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is a detail view taken in section on the line 
3-3 of FIG. 1. 
The desk of the present invention includes a desk top 

5, a pedestal i6 and permanently attached leg portions 
7 and 8 which, in this particular structure, lie wholly 
outside of the pedestal side member 9 and are connected 
by an end panel 10. Needless to say, the construction 
of the pedestal 6 is immaterial to the present invention, as 
is the manner in which the permanent leg portions 7 
and 8 are attached to the top. Pedestal drawers are in 
dicated at 11 merely by way of illustration. 

In the preferred embodiment each of the permanent 
leg members 7 and 8 (and the corresponding legs at the 
opposite end of the desk) comprises a tube of rectangular 
cross section as clearly appears in FIG. 2. Each separ 
able outer leg member 15 desirably comprises, in each 
instance, an outer tubular portion 16 of cross section 
comparable to that of the permanent leg member. Fitted 
within this outer tube 16 is an inner leg tube 17 having 
the function of a dowel and telescopically receivable 
into the socketed end of the permanent leg to the extent 
permitted by an ornamental spacing collar 18 such as 
there is shown in FIG. 1. This collar is removable and 
has an opening at 19 equal in cross section to the external 
dimensions of the inner leg or dowel portion 17 of the 
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separable leg unit. In assembly, the inner leg 17 is 
inserted through the opening 19 of the collar 18 and is 
then inserted into the socket opening ‘20 in the interior 
of the permanent leg. 
The inner leg or dowel 17 desirably has one or more 

“blisters” or embossed protuberances at 21, two being 
used in practice if the leg elements are rectangular in 
cross sect-ion as shown. In practice these are only .006 
inch in height, this ?gure being given by way of example, 
and not by way of limitation. These blisters are de 
formed slightly inwardly in the assembly of the dowel 
portion 17 of the separable leg into the receiving socket 
provided ‘by the permanent leg portion of the desk. 
This holds the separable leg portion frictionally in place 
while, at the same time, permitting ready withdrawal 
under manually applied tension. 
The thickness of the ornamental spacing collars 18 

will determine the overall height of the desk. Use of a 
slightly thicker or slightly thinner collar will make any 
height adjustment normally required to adjust the desk 
to the needs of a particular user. 
.The bottom of each of the removable desk leg portions 

15 may be equipped with a glide member 23 of any 
desired type. This may be ?xed or may be adjustable for 
leveling the desk in accordance with conventional 
practice. 

In a particular desk exemplifying this invention the 
pedestal is made slightly shorter in height than is con 
ventional in order to enhance the very signi?cant reduc 
tion in height which is possible by removal of the separ 
able leg portions and collars. It will be observed that 
the permanent leg portions extend only to the bottom 
of the pedestal. Thus, with the separable leg portions all 
removed, the height of the desk structure is equal only to 
the height of the pedestal plus the thickness of the desk 
top. In actual practice this may reduce the capacity of 
the required shipping carton by approximately one-third. 
When the desk has been removed from its carton it 

may be manipulated through practically any standard 
door with great ease. Yet the insertion of the tele 
scopically engageable separable leg elements requires only 
a moment and is achieved manually without tools. 
Those skilled in the art will understand that it is un 

necessary that the permanent leg portion of the desk be 
attached to a pedestal and also that it is immaterial 
whether a pedestal, if any, is provided with ‘drawers. 

I claim: 
1. A desk comprising the combination with a desk 

top and a pedestal therebeneath, of legs for supporting 
the top and the pedestal and comprising permanent leg 
members disposed ‘beside the pedestal in supporting re 
lation to the top, and having lower ends substantially 
at the level of the bottom of the pedestal, and separable 
leg members detachably connected with respective per 
manent leg members and respectively aligned therewith, 
one of the said members of each such leg being socketed 
and the other having an inner dowel element projecting 
from its end and receivable into the socket of the one leg 
member of such leg to maintain the permanent and sepa 
rable leg members of each such leg in mutual alignment, 
and a spacing collar of thickness su?icient to affect 
materially the overall height of the combined permanent 
and separable leg members and through which the dowel 
extends and which is removably interposed between the 
permanent leg member and the separable leg member 
of each such leg, the spacing collar being ?tted to the 
dowel element and engaged by both of said leg members 
and constituting both a spacer and an ornamental trim 
concealing the joint ‘between said leg members. 

2. A desk comprising the combination with a desk top 
and a pedestal therebeneath, of legs for supporting the top 
and the pedestal and comprising permanent leg members 
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disposed beside the pedestal in supporting relation to the 
top, and having lower ends substantially at the level of 
the ‘bottom of the pedestal, and separable leg members 
detachably connected with respective permanent leg mem 
bers and- respectively aligned therewith, one of the said 
members "of each such leg being socketedv and the other 
having an inner dowel element projecting from its end 
and receivable into the, socket of the one leg member of 
such leg to maintain the permanent and separable leg 
members of each such leg in mutual alignment, and a 
spacing collar of thickness su?icie-nt to affect materially 
the overall height of the combined permanent and 
‘separable leg members and through which the dowel ex 
tends and which is interposed between the permanent 
leg member and the separable leg member of each such 
leg, thespacing collar being ?tted to the dowel, element 
and engaged by both of said leg members and con 
stituting both a spacer and an ornamental tnim concealing 
the joint between said legm-embers, the permanent mern+ 
bers of the said legs having a panel extending between 
them outside of the pedestal, the permanent leg members 
and separable leg members being tubular and rectangular 
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in cross section and the dowel and collar likewise ‘being 
of rectangular cross section. 

3. A desk according to claim 1 in which said spacing 
collar is interchangeable with like spacing collars of 
dilferent thickness, said dowelrbeing tubular and provided 
with ‘a side wall portion ‘having a plurality of outwardly 
projecting protuberances constituting means for friction 
ally retaining said dowel element in assembly with a 
socketed member with which the dowel element is tele 
scopically engaged. 
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